
Leave a lasting 

Legacy 

A gift in your Will, sometimes called a “bequest” or “legacy”, is one of the most powerful ways for you to support the 

work of CHOC Childhood Cancer Foundation SA and make a lasting difference to children in South Africa. 

 

CHOC warmly invites you to leave a gift in your Will to help keep more than hope alive for children and teenagers 

diagnosed with cancer or life-threatening blood disorders, and their families. 

 

Benefits to you 

 You can have the satisfaction now of knowing that your bequest will ensure that every child with cancer is 

diagnosed early and has access to treatment and support. 

 Donations tax is not payable by your estate in respect of a bequest to CHOC. 

 It allows you to retain control of your assets during your lifetime and modify your charitable designations should 

you so choose. 

 

Your lasting legacy 

Your legacy will enable us to help save lives through early detection and by making the journey of those who are 

affected by childhood cancer, less burdensome through the comprehensive support programmes we offer.  

 

 

 



 

 

Why leave your gift to CHOC 

A bequest to CHOC Childhood Cancer Foundation SA in your Will proclaims your confidence that we will continue to 

support the well-being of children and teenagers diagnosed with cancer or life-threatening blood disorders, and their 

families. 

 

How do I leave a bequest to CHOC? 

Your attorney is the best person to advise you how to leave a bequest to CHOC when drawing up your Will. A bequest 

may be made subject to whatever conditions you like. Thus, the bequest may be utilized to fund a specific cause in 

memory of yourself or a loved one. You can also call or email to let us know of your intensions so that we may recognize 

and thank you for your valuable support. 

 

Ways to make your bequest 

 A specific sum of money. 

 A percentage of your estate. 

 A life insurance policy. 

 Property which could include real estate, art, antiques, jewellery, vehicles, shares and unit trusts. 

 

What is a codicil? 

A codicil is a document your attorney can prepare to amend your will or trust without re-writing the entire document. 

The codicil adds a new gift to CHOC while reaffirming the other terms of your Will.  See below a codicil which can be 

completed and sent through to your attorney. 

 
For further information or assistance please contact us on 086 111 3500 or 

email bdu@choc.org.za.  

 

CHOC has partnered with Wealthstone and 
Capital Legacy to help you plan your legacy.  A 
consultant will meet you at the convenience of 
your work or home, during office hours or after 
hours, where they will illustrate to you your 
applicable Executor, Testamentary Trust, 
Conveyance Fees and Non-Executable Assets 
Fees applicable at death and offer you an 
optional Legacy Protection Plan™ to cover all 
these fees from as little as R53.00 per month. 
 
When you sign up for a Legacy Protection 
Plan™ , CHOC will receive a donation from 
Capital Legacy, i.e. a donation equivalent to 2 
months value of the monthly plan taken. 
 
For a free consultation to draft your will, please 
send us your details to choc@wealthstone.co.za. 
A consultant will contact you to arrange a time 
and date to discuss options available to you in 
terms of Estate Administration Services and 
complementary Legacy Planning Products. 



Codicil to an existing will 
 
 
I, the undersigned ……………………………………………………………………………………, 
 
ID no. ……………………………………………………..…, wish to supplement my most recent  existing Will dated …………………………………….,  
 
as follows: 
 
I hereby bequeath to CHOC Childhood Cancer Foundation SA (001-338 NPO) the sum of (amount in  
 
numbers) ……………………………………………. (amount in words)  
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. for use by the organisation for general purposes. 
 
Signed at …………………………………….on this ….……. day of ……………….…. 2…….  in the presence of my witnesses, present at the  
 
same time and signing in the presence of each other: 
 
 
 
 
 
………………………………………………………………………… 
Signature of Testator / Testatrix 
 
 
 
 
Witnessed on this ………day of ………..……. 2….. at ………………………. ………………..: 
 
 
 
 
………………………………………………………………………… 
Signature of Witness 
 
 
 
 
Witnessed on this ………day of ………..……. 2….. at ………………………. ………………..: 
 
 
 
 
………………………………………………………………………… 
Signature of Witness 
 
 
 
 


